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ABSTRACT
A MUSIC SYNTHESIZER
USING FREQUENCY MODULATION
by
James Gerard Breen

Thesis supervisor:

Harold Abelson

Titles

Instructor in Math and Educational Division

The purpose of this project is to produce a working music
synthesizer for the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory's LOGO
group.

This synthesizer has great potential as an educational

tool, and can be used as such not only in the field of music, but
in the fields of math, science and computer technology as well.
Although the scope of this project proved to be too great to
be accomplished in a term, much was accomplished towards the final
goal.

The hardware to control the real time organ inputs was

designed, built and tested.

Research into the method of Synthesis

developed by John Chowning was carried out, and a somewhat unsuccessful one voice implementation of his method was written and
experimented with on a PDP 11/45.
Chowning's results indicate that further developement of the
software involved in this project would be well worthwhile.

The

final outcome would be useful to both the composer and the student.
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The LOGO Music System
The Frequency Modulation (FM) Music Synthesizer is the oasis
of a complex music system in the MIT Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory's LOGO groups's Learning Lab.

It has the potential to

be used in the teaching of music, math, science, and computer
technology.

The system consists of the group's PDP 11/45 computer

which supports LOGO, a T2500 micro processor, a set of organ keyboards, pedals, and stop switches, and an audio system for output.
The use of this system as a tool for teaching music has been
debated by some, but it is felt that such a system will have a
tremendous impact on the developement of music projects.

Such

a system will enable a student to create traditional instrument
sounds, along with new sounds of his own design, and use them to
enhance his compositions.
The realization of these sounds comes from the use of FM to
produce complex tones.

The shape of these tones is accomplished

by experimentation, along with a good understanding of the science
and mathematics of frequency modulation and acoustics.

The better

a student's understanding of these fundamentals, the more versatile
will be the system to him.
The use of the music system is accomplished in one of two
ways.

The LOGO system is already equipped with a set of instructions

to control an already existing Music Box.

For the new music system,

these instructions have to be changed to accept the additional
inputs required to achieve frequency modulation, and then LOGO can
supply programmed music inputs to the modulator.

The other input

is through a set of organ inputs, which give the system the added
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ability to be used in real time.

This second feature allows the

student to use the system as a musical instrument, hearing his
results as he creates, rather than after considerable delay.
To achieve tnis real time capability, a system had to be
This

developed to read the organ keyboards, pedals, and switches.

was accomplished with a hardware scanning curcuit, which checks
the inputs, looking for those that have been pressed or released.
When such an input is discovered, information describing which
input changed, and how, is passed on to the computer for processing.
Complete detail of this scanning curcuitry is included in appendix
A.
The information that is thus received by the computer, is
translated to a form usable by the FM processor, by a software
subroutine which will be referred to as Input Translation.

This

subroutine will use note tables, and amplitude envelope tables to
handle this task.

The FM processor tnen uses these inputs to

calculate which entries of the sine taole it should output to an
amplifier.

The amplifier is a digital process which multiplies

the frequency modulated signal by the amplitude envelope, and outputs it to a first in first out (FIFO) stack.

The contents of this

stack are outputted to a Digital to Analog (D/A) Converter at a
constant rate by a twenty kilohertz clock signal.

The analog signal

that is thus produced is passed through a low-pass filter and then
is amplified and played through a conventional hi fidelity audio
system.
system.

Figure 1 shows the graphical representation of the music

organ
eyboards
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Frequency Modulation using the Chowning Method
The initial idea for this project came from a paper by Steve
Saunders of Carnegie-Mellon University, entitled "FM The Easy
His research was a simplification of the method developed

Way".

by John Chowning in 1972, which used frequency modulation of two
sine waves in the audio range to produce complex tones.

Saunders'

preliminary results showed that tnis method could be reduced to a
modulation by a triangle wave.

This process, which eliminates

several computational steps, causes the implementation of this
synthesizer to be practical.
Chowning's reasoning behind using frequency modulation for
music synthesis was based on the fact that FM causes a signal to
become spread out in the frequency domain.

This widening of the

signal's bandwidth causes the signal's fundamental frequency to
change, but at the same time creates harmonics of that new frequency.
This method of adding harmonics is much faster than taking a
signal and adding in its harmonics one at a time, thus saving
considerable amounts of computation time.
greater number of voices to be played.

This savings allows a

In addition, the parameters

used in specifiing the modulation can be easily changed, tnus
allowing the artist to more easily imitate conventional instrument
sounds.
To carry out the Frequency Modulation process, four parameters
must be specified.

It is the relationship between these inputs

that specify the shape and piteh of the produced tone.
variables are&

The four
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and

1)

m

the modulating frequency in radians /

2)

c

the carrier frequency in radians /

3)

A(t)

4)

1

second

second

the amplitude envelope

the modulation index.

Chowning's method for synthesis combines these terms to find

e = A(t) sin (et + I*sin (mt)

)

e, the instantaneous amplitude of the outputted waveform.

This formula requires that for every value of e, the product of
the modulation index (which for some instruments is a function of
time) and the sine of the modulating frequency be computed.

Since

multiplication is a very slow operation (compared to addition),
this would be a difficult process to use.

The production of low

grade high fidelity output (10khz bandwidth) would necessitate
the computation of twenty thousand values of e per second.
Saunders' research was aimed at easing this computational
burden.

He simplified the problem to one of reducing Chowning's

equation to a series of additions and table lookups to produce e.
Saunders changed the inner sine function to a triangle function,
changing the argument of the outer sine function to:
freq (t) = c + m*I*tri(mt)
By letting the frequency at time zero (starting frequency or
freq(0) ) equal c, this reduces to:
freq (t) = freq (t-1) + INC
where the increment (INC) is a constant (INC = m2*1),
This gives a constantly increasing function, so to change that to
a triangle function, it is only necessary to change the sign of

(o)
INC whenever it exceeds its limits.
which can be evaluated ahead of time.

These limits are also constants
The values of these limits

ares
Upper Limit = c + m * I
Lower Limit = c - m * I
Observation shows that even in tre outer loop, the multiplications
are minimal.

The constant (m*I) which is used to determine the

limits is also used to calculate the increment (m*(m*i)).
To be able to get a desired waveform using this method, it is
necessary to know how to get the characteristics you seek.

To

begin with, we define the ratio of the carrier to modulating freq:
c
m

N1
N7

If N1 and N2 are both Integers, and if the common factors have all

-

been removed, then the fundemental frequency (pitch) is defined:
c
m
pitch= N2
N1
This is true only if there is modulation (ie. I # 0 ), otherwise
the pitch is equal to the carrier frequency.
The peak frequency deviation (d) is the amount the carrier varies
around its average.

This is defined as,
d = m*I

The bandwidth, then, is,
BW = 2(d+m)

(approximately)
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SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS
The software for the T2500 microprocessor must be efficient
so tnat the greatest number of voices can be handled by the system.
The structure of the program consists of a short MAIN LOOP which
calls subroutines, and causes interruptions when inputs are availThe subroutines consist of the input translator, and the

able.

In order

INNER LOOP which handles the actual frequency modulation.

to have the system work, it also is necessary to have several tables
which are used to set up the inputs, and to produce the final
output.

These tables include a SINE table, a (set of) note table,

and a set of Amplitude Envelopes to shape the note for attack,
sustain, and decay.
When tne system gets a zero from its READY bit from the
Scanning Curcuit, this should cause an interrupt to occur.

The

software then takes the eight bit address and the value of the
input, and put that information in a temporary register.

A LOW

pulse is then returned on the ACKNOWLEDGE line, and the input
translator is called.
The input translator takes the address and value, and does
a test to find out if the input is a note input, or a control input.
It also has to test the value to see if tne input is to be activated
or deleted.

If it is to be activated, then the subroutine must

assign that note to a voice generator, and attach the appropriate
parameters.

The parameters are found by using the note and

amplitude tables, along with the appropriate subroutines to
process them.

A possible use of the organ stops would be to de-
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termine which subroutine is appropiate.

If the input is to be

deactivated, then the note must tie found among the voice generators
and tagged to begin decay.
The inner loop will be tne subroutine that carries out the
modulation algorithm.

The inner loop must produce one value for
Then it goes

each voice and send it to the Digital Amplifier.

around the circle again, continually outputting values to be sent
towards their final destination.
A version of a one voice inner loop was written by the author
for the PDP 11/45.

The success of this endeaver was not considered

great, but several possibilities were tried to alleviate the problem.

The assebly code is listed in Appendix B.

The results of

that code were fine for unmodulated waves (modulating index I = 0)
were clean sine waves.

The pitch was off because of lack of

compensation for the 20KHz clock pulse, but other than that the
output was flawless.

The modulated waveform, on the other hand,

was very inharmonic, and disturbing to the senses.

one possible

cause for that would be the lack of a Low Pass Filter on the
output.

This is uncertain, since no filter was built to test the

hypothesis.

The other observation that was made was that the

accuracy of the notes has to be improved, especially in the low
register.

The percentage of error at the bottom of the scale was

great enough to be noticed due to the truncation of the frequency
at the decimal point.

It is suggested that a fixed point, rather

than an integer model be used to alliviate that problem.
The Digital Amplifier is a subroutine that uses the formula:

(9)
m * sin (x) =

sin (x) + sin (x + arocos (m/2)) (approx.)

to do the multiplication by the amplitude envelope.

In the

equation, m is equivilent to A'(t), not the modulating frequency.
The digital amplifier, then must do this addition for each voice,
and then add the voices to output a single value for the FIFO.
The tables that are used are explained here in enough detail
to allow the user to create and use his own without need for
repreduction witnin this paper.
SINE TABLE:
zero to two Pi.

The sine table is a table with 1024 entries from
The table that was used on the PDP 11/45 used the

following equation :
N
SINE (N) = 77777 * SIN (1024)

The 77777 factor is there to give the table maximum accuracy, while
still staying in the integer domain.
NOTE TABLE:

The notes of a scale can be found by taking the

A above middle C (440 Hz), and working from there.

An octave is

a factor of two, and a modern scale (even tempered) has all of its
half tones evenly spaced.

Thus to calculate the notes table, it

is only necessary to multiply (or divide) each note to get its
next higher (or lower) half tone by

21/12

The AMPLITUDE ENVELOPES which are used by the Digital Amplifier
must be set up so tnat it is a list of the ARCCOS ( A(t)/2),
rather than the amplitude factor A(t) itself.

By choosing approp-

riate values, the attack and decay of any instrument should be
recreatable.
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APPENDIX A
SCANNING CURCUIT
(Hardware)
The purpose of the scanning curcuit is to read all of the
inputs of a conventional organ console, and inform the system of
any changes made among those inputs.

This is accomplished with

the use of a 256 bit memory (1 bit width) which keeps track of
the last state a key was in.

An exclusive or function determines

whether or not tnere was a change, and stops the scanner to inform
the processor when there is.

It passes the eight bit address of

the changed input, along with the new value of the input, to the
computer.

When the information is received, an aaknowledge signal

is returned to the scanner, and the hardware resumes its check.
The addresses of the inputs are determined by a large multiplexer curcuit located on the scanner board.

The organ console

that was used for this project houses two keyboards of sixty one
keys each, a set of seventeen foot pedals, and a set of twenty
three stops.

In additionto these 162 inputs, provisions were

made to leave an additional thirty unused addresses for possible
future expansion of the real time inputs.

These 192 addresses

were implemented by using twenty seven 8 line io 1 line data
selectors/multiplexers, and one 4 line to 1 line data selectors/
multiplexers.
The layout of the board is snown in figure A.1.
nectors J1, J2 and J3 are used to connect keyboard 1.

The pin conJ4, J5 and

J6 are for keyboard 2, and J7 is for the connection to tne T2500.
The pedals and stops are connected by means of tne end connectors
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at the bottom of the board.
The multiplexer curcuit is shown in figure A.2.

The operation

of this curcuit is controlled by the scanner curcuitry shown in
figure A.3.

The bottom three bits of address control the twenty

four bottom level 6 line to 1 line multiplexers.

The next three

bits operate the next level of 8 to 1's, while the top two bits >
switch the 4 line to 1 line.

With this configuration, every input

is addressable by a unique eight bit number, and generation of
that address will return the input's value.
The scanning curcuit (figure A.3.) takes an external clock
pulse (64 khz from the T2500) and generates the eight bit addresses
to read the inputs from the multiplexer curcuit.

The counter has

three positive NAND buffers to supply the proper TTL load ability
to the twenty four multiplexers it must serve.

This causes tne

counting sequence of the bottom three bits to count down from
seven, rather than up from zero.

This is a harmless consequence,

but is noted here for anyone trying to build and/or debug this
curcuit.

The AND gate off tne top two bits of the counter are there

to inhibit the states of the form 11xxxxxx.

This eliminates the

scanning of tne fourtft input of the 4 to 1 multiplexer which has
notning connected to it.
The Nemory unit is a 256 x. I bit memory, which stores the
compliment of the number at the input when the write enable goes
low.

The exclusive OR gate (XOR) that is connected between the

memory's input and output is used to detect when an input changes
state.

If the output of the XOR gate is HIGH (both inputs different)

then the curcuit continues scanning (No Change).

If the input
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goes LOW (both inputs the same), then there is a state change.
This LOW line will cause the AND gate from the clock to output
LOW, causing the clock to be inhibited.

The clock will continue

to be inhibited until one of two events occur:
1)

The 2500 reacts to its Ready Signal (the LOW bit from the
XOR gate, which is delayed one clock pulse by the flipflop to prevent a reaction from a glitch), and returns
a LOW bit to the Write Enable, causing the new value to
be written into memory (complimented) and resetting the
system.

2)

or

The key is returned to its previous state before the

2500 reacts.
The latter form of reset is highly unlikely, due to the fast
response time of the system.
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APPENDIX B
PDP 11/45 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE CODE FOR FREQUENCY MOQVLATION
FM:

JSR
MOV
*CMP
BEQ
CLR
MOV

FM1:

MOV F,O

PC,GETIN
CARRW,F
F, OLErAR
FM1
E
F,OLDCAR.

MoV Do,C
MOV MODULF,B
MUL MODINX,B
ADD B,O
MOV OUPLIM

;GET VALUES FOR CARRYF, MODULF, MOOI NX, NSAMPL
;CARRIER FREQ IN F
;IS IT A NEW NOTE?
;YES, DON'T RESET
;NO, CLEAR PHASE
;REMEMBER NEW FREQUENCY
;CARRIER FIREQ IN 0
;CARRIER FREQ IN C
;MODULATING FREQ IN B
;INDEX * FREQ IN B
;UPLIM - CARRIER+MOD*INDEX
LOWL IM-CARRIER-MOO*INDEX

SUB B,C
MOV C,LQWLIM
MUL LNGTHF,8
MUL F,B
MDV NSAMPL,O
JSR PC, INLOOP
BR FM

;INC-CARRIER*MlO*INDEX*LENGTH IN B

INLOOP: ADD B,F
TST B
BLE CHKLO
CMP F,UPLIM
BLE ASSIGN
JSR PC, INLIM1
BR ASSIGN
CHKLO:

CMP F,LOWLIM
BGE ASSIGN
JSR PC, INLIM2

ASSIGN: ADO
BIC
MOV
DEC
BNE
RTS
INLIM1

F,E
#174001*E
SINE(E),FIFO
D
INLOOP
PC

MOV UPLIM,C
BR INLIM

PAGE 2

INLIM2: MOV LOWLIM,C
INLIM:

NEG
SUB
SUB
MOV
RTS

B
C,F
F,C
CF
PC
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APPENDIX C
SINE TABLE
SSCALE--1
MACRO S A,BC,D,E,F,G,H
A/SSCALE
B/SSCALE
C/SSCALE
D/SSCALE
E/SSCALE
F/SSCALE
G/SSCALE
H/SSCALE
SINE:

S 0, 311, 622, 1133, 1444, 1755, 2266, 2576
S 3107, 3428, 3731, 4241, 4552, 5062, 5373, 5703
S 6213, 6523, 7033, 7343, 7653,10162,10471,11008
S 11307,11616,12125,12433,12741,13247,13555,14063
S 14370,14675,15202,15586,16013,16317,16623,17126
S 17431,17734,20237,20541,21043,21344,21646,22147
S 22447,22747, 23247, 23547,24046,-24345, 24643,25141
S 25436,25733, 26230,26524,27020,27314,27606,30101
S .30373,30664,31155,31446,31736,32226,32515,33003
S 33271,33557,34044,34330,34614,35877,35362,35644
S 36126,.36407, 36667, 37147, 37426, 37705,40163, 40440
S 40715, 41171,41445, 41720, 42172, 42443, 42714, 43164
S 43434,43703,44151,4441G,44663,45127,45372,45635
S 46077, 46340, 46600, 47040, 47277, 47535, 47772,50227
S 50463',50716, 51150, 51401, 51632, 52062, 52311,52537
S 52764,53211,53435, 53660,54102, 54323,54543,54763S 55201,55417, 55634, 56059, 56263, 56475,56706, 57117
S 57326, 57535, 57742, 60147, 60353, 60556, 60760,61161
S 61361, 61568, 61756, 62153, 62347, 62542, 62735, 63126
S 63316,63505,63674,64861,64245,64431,64613,64774
S 65154,65333, 65512, 65667, 66043, 66216, 66370, 66541
S 66711, 67060, 67225, 67372,67536, 67700,70042,78202
S 70341, 70500,70635, 70771, 71124,71256,71406,71536
S 71665,72012,72136, 72261,72403,72524,72644,72763
S 73100, 73215,73330,73442,73553,73663,73771-9,74077
5 74203, 74306, 74410, 74511,74611, 74707,75804,75101
S 75174, 75265,75356,75445,75534,75621,75784,75767
S 76051, 76131,76210,76266,76342,76416,76470,76541
S 76611,76660,76725,76771,77034,77076,77136,77176
S 77234, 77271, 77324, 77357, 77410, 77440, 77467,77514
S 77541,77564,77606,77626,77646,77664,77701,77715
S 77727, 77740, 77758, 77757, 77765, 77771, 77774,77776
S 77777, 77776,77774,77771,77765, 77757,77750,77740
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S 77727,77715,77701,77664,77646,77626,77606,77564
S 77541, 77514,77467,77440,77410,77357,77324,77271
S 77234, 77176,77136,77076,77034,76771,76725,76660
S 76611,76541,76470,76416,76342,76266,7621-0,76131
S 76051, 75767, 75704, 75621, 75534,75445, 75356, 75265
S 75174, 75101,75004, 74707, 74611, 74511, 74410, 74306
S 74203, 74077, 73771, 73663, 73553, 73442, 73330, 73215
S 7310e,72763,72644,72524,72403,72261,72136,72012
S 71665, 71536, 71406, 71256, 71124, 70771, 70635, 70500
S 70341, 70202,70042, 67700, 67536, 67372,67225, 67060
S 66711 ,66541, 66370, 66216, 66043, 65667, 65512,65333
S 65154, 64774, 64613, 64431, 64245,64061,63674, 63505
S 63316,63126,62735,62542,62347,62153,61756,61560
S 61361, 61161,60760, 60556, 60353, 60147, 57742,57535
S 57326,57117,567O6,S6475,56263,56050,55634,55417
S 55201, 54763,54543,54323,54102,53660,53435,.53211
S 52764,52537, 52311, 52062,51632, 51401, 51150,50716
S 50463, 50227, 47772, 47535, 47277, 47040, 46600, 46340
S 46077,45635,45372,45127,44663,44416,44151,43703
S 43434, 43164, 42714, 42443, 42172, 41720, 41445, 41171
S 40715,40440,40163,37705,37426,37147,36667,36407
S 36126, 35644, 35362, 35077, 34614, 34330, 34044, 33557
S 33271,33003,32515,32226,31736,31446,31155,30664
S 30373, 30101, 27606, 27314, 27020,26524, 26230, 25733
S 25436, 25141,24643,24345,24046,23547,23247,22750
S 22447, 22147, 21646, 21345, 21043, 20541, 20237,17734
S 17431,17126,16623,16317,16013,15507,15202,14675
S 14370,14063,13555,13247,12741,12433,12125,11616
S 11307,11000,10471,10162, 7653, 7343, 7033, 6523
S 6213, 5703, 5373, 5063, 4552, 4241, 3731, 3420
S 3107, 2577, 2266, 1755, 1444, 1133, 622, 311
S
0, -311, -623, -1134, -1445, -1756, -2267, -2577
S -3110, -3421, -3732, -4242, -4553, -5063, -5374, -5704
S -6214, -6524, -7034, -7344, -7653,-10163,-10472,-11001
S -11310,-11617,-12126,-12434,-12742,-13250,-13556,-14064
S -14371,.-14676,-15203,-15507, -16014,-1632, -16624,.-17127
S -17432, -17735, -20240, -20542, -21044, -21345, -21647, -22150
S -22450, -22750, -23250, -23550, -24047, -24346, -24644, -25142
S -25437, -25734, -26231, -26525, -27021, -27314, -27607, -30102
s -30374, -30665, -31156, -31447, -31737, -32227, -32516, -33004
S -33272, -33560, -34045, -34331, -34615, -35100, -36363, -36645
S -36127, -36410, -36670, -37150, -37427, -37706, -40164, -40441
S -40716,-41172,-41446,-41720,-42173,-42444,-42715,.-43165
S -43435, -43704, -44152, -44417., -44664, -45130, -45373, -45636
S -46100, -46341,-46601, -47041,-47300, -47536, -47773, -50230
S -50464, -50717, -51151, -51402, -51633, -52063, -52312, -52540
S -52765, -53212, -53436, -53661, -54103, -54324, -54544, -54764
S -55202, -S55420, -55635, -56051, -56264,--56476, -56707, -57120
S -57327, -57536, -57743, -60150, -60354, -60557, -60761 v-61162
S -61362, -61561, -61757, -62154, -62350, -62543, -62736, -63127
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-63317, -63506, -63675, -64062, -64246, -64432, -64614, -64775
-65155, -65334, -65513, -65670, -66044, -66217, -66371, -66542
-66712, -67060, -67226, -67373, -67537, -67701, -70043, -70203
-70342, -70501, -70636, -70772, -71125,-71257, -71407, -71537
-71665, -72013, -72137, -72262, -72404, -72525, -72645, -72764
-73101 9-73216, -73331, -73443, -73554, -73664, -73772, -74100
-74204, -74307, -74411, -74512, -74612, -74710, -75085, -75102
-75175, -75266, -75357, -75446, -75535, -75622, -75705, -75770
-76051, -76132, -76211, -76267, -76343, -76417, -76471, 76542
-76G12, -76660, -76726, -76772, -77035, -77077, -77137, -77177
-77235, -77272, -77325, -77360, -77411, -77441, -77470 -77515
-77542,'-77565, -77607, -77627, -77647, -77665, -77702, -77716
-77730, -77741, -77751, -77760, -77766, -77772, -77775, -77777
-77777, -77777, -77775, -77772, -77766, -77760, -77751, -77741
-77730, -77716, -77702, -77665, -77647, -77627,.-77607, -77565
-77542, -77515, -77470, -77441, -77411, -77360, -77325, -77272
-7723S, -77177, -77137, -77077, -77035, -76772, -76726, -76661
-76612, -76542, -76471, -76417, -76343, -76267, -76211, -76132
-76052, -75770, -75705, -75622, -75535, -75446, -75357, -75266
-75175, -75102, -75005,.-74710, -74612, -74512,'-74411,-74307
-74204, -74100, -73772, -73664, -73554, -73443, -73331, -7316
-73101, -72764, -72645, -72525, -72404, -72262, -72137, -72013
-71666, -71537, -71407, -71257, -71125, -70772, -70636, -70581
-70342, -70203, -70043, -67701, -67537, -67373, -67226, -67061
-66712, -66542, -66371, -66217, -66044, -65670, -65513, -65334
-65155, -64775, -64614, -64432, -64246, -64062, -63675, -63586
-63317, -63127, -62736, -62543, -62350, -62154, -61757, -161
-61362, -61162, -60761, -60557, -60354, -60150, -57743, -57536
-57327, -57120, -56707, -56476, -56264, -56051, -55635, -55420
-55282, -54764, -54544, -54324, -54103, -53661, -53436, -53212
-52765, -52540, -52312, -52063, -51633, -51402, -51151, -50717
-50464, -50230, -47773, -47536, -47300, -47041, -46601, -46341
-46100, -45636, -45373, -45130, -44664, -44417, -44152, -43784
-43435,-43165,-42715,-42444,-42173,-41721,-41446,-41172
-40716, -40441, -40164, -37706, -37427, -37150, -36670, -36410
-36127, -35645, -35363, -35100, -34615, -34331, -34045, -33560
-33272, -33004, -32516, -32227, -31737, -31447, -31156, -30665
-30374, -38,102, -27607, -27314, -27021, -26525, -262319 -25734
-25437, -25142, -24644, -24346, -24047, -23558, -23258, -22750
-22450, -22150, -21647, -21345, -21044, -20542, -20240, -17735
-17432, -17127, -16624, -16320, -16014, -15507, -15203, -14676
-14371, -14064, -13556, -13250, -12742, -12434, 12126, -11617
-11310, -11001,-10472, -10163, -7653, -7344, -7034, -6524
-6214, -5784, -5374, -5863, -4553, -4242, -3732, -3421
. -3110, -2577, -2266, -1756, -1445, -1134, -623, -311
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APPENDIX D.
NOTES TABLE
NSCALE--1
.MACRO N A,B,C,DoEFGHI,JKL
A/NSCALE
8/NSCALE
C/NSCALE
D/NSCALE
E/NSCALE
F/NSCALE
G/NSCALE
H/NSCALE
I/NSCALE
J/NSCALE
K/NSCALE
L/NSCALE

,

14. 15., 15., 16., 17., 18., 19., 21., 22., 23., 24., 26. 28., 29., 31.,
33., 35., 37. 39., 41., 44., 46., 49., 62. 55., 58., 62., SS., 69., 7378., 82., 87., 92., 98., 104. 110, 117., 123., 131., 1.39., 147., 156.,
165.,175., 185., 196., 208. 22.., 233., 247., 262., 277,, 294., 311.,
330., 349., 370;, 392., 415. 440., 466., 494., 523., 554., 587., 622.,
659., 698., 748., 784., 831. 888., 932., 988., 1047., 1109., 1175., 1245.,
1319., 1397.., 14880.,.1568., 1661. 1760., 1865., 1976., 2093., 2217., 2349.,
2489., 2637., ,2794., 2960., 3136., 3322. 3520., 3729., 3951., 4186., 4435.,
4699., 4978., 5274., 5588., 5920., 6272., 6645. 7040., 7459., 7902. , 8372.,
8870., 9397.', 9956. , 10548., 11175., 11840., 12544., 13Z90. 14080., 14917.,
15804., 16744., 17740., 18795., 19912., 21096., 22351., 23688., 25888.,
26580. 28160., 29834., 31609., 33488., 35479., 37589., 39824., 42192.
44701., 47359., 50176., 53159. 56320., 59669., 63217., 66976., 78959.,
75178., 79649., 84385., 89402., 94719., 100351., 106318. 112640., 119338.,
126434., 133952., 141918., 150356., 159297., 168769., 178805., 189437.,
200702., 212636. 225280., 238676., 252868., 267905., 283835., 300713.,
318594-., 337539., 357610., 378875., 401404., 425272. 450560., 477352.,

505737., 535810., 567670., 601426., 637189., 675078., 715228., 757749.,
802807., 850545. 901121., 954704., 1011474., 1071619., 1135341., 1202852.,
1274377., 1350156., 1430440., 1515498., 1605615., 1701089.
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